Ithaca Agway Beekeeping
Hives:

Little Giant 10-Frame Complete Beehive 9.5”
is pre-assembled for easy set up and use.
Includes: telescoping outer cover, vented inner
cover, 10-frame 9.5 inch deep hive body, 9.125
inch wooden frames with wax-coated black
plastic foundation, screened bottom board,
mite grid and entrance reducer.

Beekeeping Deep Brood Box, Unassembled
use as 1 the of the bottom 2 boxes in a
beehive, unfinished wood, will allow for any
standard wood finish to be applied, made from
pacific northwest ponderosa pine, no holes,
minimal knots, assembly is required.

Flat, Pitched, Steel Beehive Top with Wood
Frame has a beautiful decorative crease across
the top, adding to the eye appeal of your
apiary, made of galvanized steel, on top of a
wooden frame, there is no exposed wood, with
a drip edge around the top, to helping to push
damaging water away from the hive, heavy
enough to hold on tight during gusty winds,
helping to protect your hive from the climates,
use as the top for your beehive.

Beekeeping Deep Brood Box, Assembled,
White includes 10 frames with plastic
foundation, ready to place in an existing hive
or to establish a new hive, will serve as 1 of the
bottom boxes in a hive set up.

Beekeeping Honey Box, Assembled, White,
Medium includes 10 frames with plastic
foundation, ready to place in an existing hive
or to establish a new hive, will serve as 1 of the
bottom boxes in a hive set up.

Beehive Bottom Board is a solid bottom
board, is made to last, with jointing, will stand
the toughest of eliminates & last, heavy duty
construction will prevent board peeling over
time, makes hive transport easy, by providing
tie down access that will allow you to strap
your hive down without having to disturb the
hive until the strapping is done, will prevent
the sides from collapsing under the weight of
heavy beehives.

Flat, Steel Beehive Top with Wood Frame is
durable enough to last for years to come, our
flat top is made of galvanized steel, on top of a
wooden frame, there is no exposed wood, with
a drip edge around the top, to helping to push
damaging water away from the hive, heavy
enough to hold on tight during gusty winds,
helping to protect your hive from the climates

Beginner Beekeeper Hive Kit is a simple all-inone kit; you can begin beekeeping the moment
the bees (not included) arrive. The hive
components are 100% painted & assembled
and ready to go. Includes: Outer Cover, Inner
Cover, (1) deep hive body, (1) Deep Frame with
Plastic Foundation, (1) Bottom Board, (1)
Entrance Reducer, (1) In-hive Feeder, (1) 3x6
smoker, 1 lb. bag smoker fuel, (1) 9.5" steel
hive tool, and (1) bee brush.

Deep/Large Beehive Frame, Wooden, 5-Pk.
assembled with plastic beeswax coated
foundation & staples, ready for use, includes a
bees wax coated plastic foundation, use 10 of
these per deep brood box.

Ithaca Agway Beekeeping
Hives:

Super Beehive Frame with Foundation,
Medium, Wooden, 5-Pk. assembled with
plastic beeswax coated foundation & with
staples, ready for use, includes a bees wax
coated plastic foundation, use 10 of these per
medium honey super, used in the honey
production of the hive.

Little Giant Beehive Medium Frames, 5-Pk. is
made of unfinished pine and comes with
natural wax-coated plastic foundation already
installed. The natural coloring of the
foundation is preferable for honey harvesting.
Ready to be placed in your hive right out of the
box! Includes five 6.25-inch medium wooden
frames with natural colored, wax-coated
plastic foundation.

Super Beehive Frame with Top & Bottom,
Medium, Wooden, 5-Pk. with grooved top &
bottom, unassembled & can be assembled
using glue, staple or nails, you will want to use
a plastic foundation for easier hive use, use 10
of these per medium honey super which are
used in the honey production of the hive.

Little Giant Beehive Deep Frames, 5-Pk. is
made of unfinished pine and comes with black
wax-coated plastic foundation already installed
for easy viewing of your hive's brood activity.
Ready to be placed in your hive right out of the
box! Includes five 9.25-inch deep wooden
frames with black wax-coated plastic
foundation.

Ithaca Agway Beekeeping
Hive Accessories:

The Little Giant Queen Excluder prevents the
queen from producing brood in the honey
supers. Precisely measured holes allow the
worker bees to move throughout the hive
while preventing the queen from moving
upward out of the brood box. Made of
injection-molded plastic, the queen excluder
is easy-to-clean and lies flat on the brood box.

The Little Giant Hive Tool is a must-have for
working with your hives. 10 inches long, the
Little Giant Hive Tool is a versatile multi-tasker
complete with a scraping edge, nail-pulling
hole, and angled end that is designed
specifically to fit on a hive frame and help pry it
loose.

The Little Giant Beekeeping Brush gently
removes bees from the frames both during
inspections of the hives and during removal of
frames for honey extraction. The soft bristles
of the brush are specially designed to remove
the bees without harm.

The Little Giant Beehive Entrance Feeder is
designed to fit into the large opening of the
entrance reducer on our Little Giant 10-Frame
Complete hive, the feeder allows space for
the bees to come and go while nourishing
them with a simple syrup when natural food
sources are scarce. The base is made of highimpact plastic, and the clear glass jar allows
you to see the feed levels without disturbing
the bees. Holds approximately 1 quart.

Plastic Bear Bottle 12oz case of 12 is made of
BPA-free PETE plastic. Yellow flip-top lids with
built-in freshness and safety seal are included.
An area on bear's stomach will hold Little Giant
honey labels (sold separately).
 8oz case of 6

Plastic Jar 16oz case of 12 is made of BPA-free
PETE plastic. Space is provided on the bottle for
Little Giant honey labels (sold separately).
Yellow flip-top lids with built-in freshness and
safety seal are included.

Glass Jar case of 12 is a clear bottle in a
traditional skep design helps show off your
honey. There is room on both sides of the jar
for a label. Airtight lid included.

Plastic 5 Gallon Honey Bucket comes with a
tightly fitting lid and hone gate. Place it under
your extractor to collect honey. It can also be
used to bring simply syrup to your hives and
refill feeders early in the season. Made of HDPE
plastic.

Bee Escape, Porter Style - One-way valve that
allows bees to leave but does not allow them
back into the hive box. The bee escape inserts
into the hole in the hive's inner cover to aid in
cleansing the super of bees so it will be ready
for honey harvesting. Made of lightweight,
durable plastic.




16oz
32oz

Ithaca Agway Beekeeping
Hive Accessories:

Entrance Feeder, jar not included is a plastic
honey entrance bee feeder, is used with a
glass jar, not included, & placed at the
entrance of the hive, use with sugar water to
help feed your bees, not recommended for
winter feeding.

Honey Filters are designed to be used with a 5gallon bucket; this fabric strainer fits around
the edge of bucket to filter out pollen, wax and
other impurities. The 400-micron washable
fabric helps to create fine-filtered honey that
has a beautiful appearance and longer shelf
life (takes longer to crystallize). Use with or
without Honey Strainer.

Honeybee Foulbrood Test Kit is the easiest
way to know if your bee hive is infected with
foul brood, easy instructions.

American

European

Entrance Feeder with Jar, 1-Qt. is a plastic
honey entrance bee feeder, with a glass jar &
placed at the entrance of the hive, use with
sugar water to help feed your bees, not
recommended for winter feeding.

Frame Grip is a galvanized steel frame grip,
allows you to grab frames without mistakenly
killing bees with large fingers, great for
beekeepers with limited finger dexterity, a
great addition to any beekeepers tool box.

Metal Queen Excluder is used to restrict the
queens laying area, while the queen is unable
pass through openings, the other bees in the
hive are able to pass through due to their
smaller size, use between the top brood box &
the medium honey super, install only after the
honey super has been drawn out.

Beekeeping Smoker is a smoker, for the
backyard beekeeper, made with leather
bellows, & galvanized steel, helps to disguise
your pheromones & sooth the bees, has a
guard in place to help protect your hands,
please use caution when using.

Standard

Large

9.5” Metal Hive Tool use to remove unwanted
come, & pry hive components apart during
inspections, bees are really great at producing
propolis, that acts as a glue or caulking & the
bees will propolis every part of their hive, with
a curve end & easy grip, a staple for every
beekeeper.

Bee Brush is made of gentle fibers, with a
wooden handle that is incredibly soft & gentle,
a must have for every beekeeper, used to
gently move the bees during inspection.

Ithaca Agway Beekeeping
Hive Accessories:

Hive Entrance Reducer is made to fit in front
of the entrance of the hive, adding to the
protection of the hives most vulnerable point,
used to reduce down the size of the entrance
of the hive, during cold, introducing a new
queen, installing a new hive, in climate
weather, & hive transportation, has 3 options
for restricting the hive, mid access, small
access, & complete restriction.

Beekeeping Knife, Angled/Cold Knife is used
by beekeepers to uncap their honey prior to
extraction; knife is angled for optimal
leverage, serrated blade with wooden handle.

Mite Treatment is used to treat 1 hive,
treatment for the Varro mite, use as directed,
instructions included.

Beehive Inner Cover is used between the top
box & hive top, used to add extra protection
from the eliminates, as well as to serve as a
barrier between the hive top & top box, making
hive inspection easier, can also be used as a
feeding board.

2-Frame Metal Extractor with a honey gate, is
reversible, ideal for the larger hobby beekeeper,
food grade stainless steel, will fit deep &
medium frames, extractor stand is included.

Smoker Fuel, 1-lb. use with any bee hive
smoker, pellets are most easily lit by using
lighting torch, made for a long lasting burn &
will be able to be used for multiple inspections,
easy & convenient to use, use caution when
using.

Liquid Feed, 1-Gal. is mixed with honey b
healthy, use this feed in all apiaries, success of
hives is phenomenal, use for spring, fall &
winter feeding, or use during times of dearth.

Metal Honey Sieve has a double sieve for
exceptional screening; adjustable sides to
mount on any bucket clean with hot water &
dish soap.

In-Hive Feeder is used inside the hive, filled
with 1/2 gallon of water or sugar water, great
way to feed your bees without encouraging
robbing from other hives, cap & ladders
included to help prevent drowning, use by
replacing 1 frame in your bottom box with the
feeder, feed during times of dearth, winter or
newly installed packages of bees.

Ithaca Agway Beekeeping
Hive Accessories:

5-Gal. Honey Bucket is a perfect way to store
your fresh honey, extract right into the bucket
for added ease, comes equipped with a honey
gate for added ease.

Frame Perch will fit any standard box, &
mounts to the outside, providing an area that
you can rest you frames as you inspect your
hive.

4% Pollen Pattie , 1-lb. is used to as a feeding
supplement during late fall to early winter,
simply remove the plastic & place on top of the
hives frames, leaving the wax parchment paper
in place.

15% Brood Pattie, 1-lb. is used to as a feeding
supplement to build up brood, using during the
spring, simply remove the plastic & place on
top of the hives frames, leaving the wax
parchment paper in place.

Plastic Hive Stand has 4 sides slide together to
form a durable hive stand, metal rests help to
distribute the weight of the hive.

Honey Uncapping Scratcher/Comb is used for
honey extracting.

Ithaca Agway Beekeeping
Apparel:

The Little Giant Beekeeping Veil with Hat will
keep you protected while inspecting and
working with your hive. The hat and veil's onepiece construction makes this veil a quick graband-go option to get out to your hives without
any fuss. The hat keeps the veil a proper
distance away from your face to prevent bee
stings while there are no seams to inhibit your
visibility.

Cotton & Polyester Beekeeping Jacket has a
full fencing veil will allow you to check bees
with ease, 4 pockets will ensure you have
enough storage for any tools or small items
you may need while in the hive, front zip
enclosure, zippered veil with Velcro cover will
keep your bees out, heavy duty, will last for
years, wash on a gently cycle in cold water &
hang dry, thumb straps will help while pulling
on gloves. Sizes: XXL, LG

Womanswork Beekeeping Gloves are made of
goatskin for sting resistance and suppleness.
Our testers were thrilled to have a glove that is
designed to fit a woman's hands because it
gives them the dexterity they want when
working with hives. Between the hand and the
cotton cuff that extends beyond the elbow is a
section of stiff canvas for added protection.
Made in the USA. Hand washable. Women's
sizes LG, MED

The Little Giant Beekeeping Tyvek Coverall
with a full-front zipper closure will keep you
protected while caring for your bees. Elastic
closures at both the sleeves and ankles will
keep out bees. This easy-to-wear suit is waterresistant and disposable. You're sure to find
many uses around your home and farm for this
coverall! Available in three sizes: Medium,
Large, and Extra Large
Beekeeping Suit made with
high quality polyester &
cotton, a full fencing veil
will allow you to check bees
with ease, 5 pockets will
ensure you have enough
storage for any tools or
small items you may need
while in the hive, front zip
enclosure, with side zippers
on the ankles, zippered veil
with Velcro cover will keep
your bees out, heavy duty,
will last for years, wash on a gently cycle in
cold water & hang dry, boot straps will help
keep the suit legs in place, thumb straps will
help while pulling on gloves. Sizes XXL, XL, LG,
MED

Goat Skin Beekeeping Gloves with ventilation,
use during hive inspections, durable, soft &
pliable making it easier to work in your hive,
the wrists have ventilation fabric inserts,
allowing for some air flow during the day, to
clean spot clean, & use leather conditioner to
soften gloves. Sizes: XL, LG, MED, SM

Honey Extracting Apron is a full coverage
cotton poly honey extracting apron with string
tie backs, looped neck tie, front pocket to hold
all of your tools.

